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ABSTRACT

To enhance the efficiency of a turbo engine, one solution is reducing the clearance between the rotary parts in the secondary air system. This clearance reduction causes direct interactions in the secondary air system of a turbo engine when a rotary seal, called a labyrinth seal, rubs against the turbo engine casing as a result of successive starts and stops, thermal expansions and vibrations. To protect sealing systems from severe damage, abradable coatings are used on the inner periphery of the casing. The purpose of the present paper is to study the labyrinth-abradable interaction during high speed contacts through a detailed tribological characterization. The labyrinth-abradable interaction experiments were conducted on a dedicated test rig that was able to reproduce representative turbo engine operating conditions. A complete tribological analysis based on a third body approach and on accommodation flows was investigated using high speed imaging of the interaction. A schematic description of the interaction, with the addition of images extracted from recorded videos, is proposed to define two types of third body formation and their evolution during labyrinth-abradable interactions. Finally, the labyrinth-abradable interaction life cycle was used as a basis to discuss the coating subject to a labyrinth tip speed increase.
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1. Introduction

Minimizing the interfering leakage between the rotating assembly and stationary parts of a turbo engine is crucial for improving the efficiency of engine modules [11]. Secondary turbo engine air sealing systems are composed of a particular type of rotary seal called the labyrinth seal. The control of pressure differences and levels of cooling between the engine modules is provided by the clearance control between the rotating labyrinth teeth and surrounding casing. The rotary seals are primarily composed of several teeth, which are integral parts of the motor shaft. This constraint requires the turbo engine designers to deposit a sacrificial abradable coating on the casing that is specially designed to protect the integrity of the seal components [2,3]. One of the most important properties of this coating is to accommodate incursions of the labyrinth teeth that might occur during turbo engine operation [4]. Indeed, a turbo engine is subjected to successive start and stop cycles, thermal expansions, vibrations, and mechanical loading creating undesirable rotor-stator displacements leading to labyrinth seal interactions [5,6]. The coating abradability and the turbo engine operating environment imposes requirements in coating design that are the result of a compromise among various coating properties [7]. Knowledge and control of the wear behaviour of abradable coatings are required to maintain an optimum seal for the proper functioning of engines [8].

Research on the labyrinth seal behaviour has mainly focused on sealing performance. Many numerical studies aimed to characterize the sealing performance according to various tooth parameters [9], seal geometry [10], rate of leakage caused by the rub-groove left by the teeth on the coating [11–13] and so on. Very few studies have attempted to reproduce the labyrinth-abradable interaction using a dedicated test rig to study the behaviour of the coatings. A first full-scale facility, based on a grinding machine, has been developed by Dowson et al. [14,15] to study the behaviour of several abradable coatings (silicone rubber, tetrafluoroethylene (TFE), aluminium silicon-polyester, nickel graphite). The authors established an abradability condition based the ratio between the rub-groove penetration depth in the coating and the wear of the labyrinth seal to discuss their behaviour. Visual descriptions of the rub-grooves left by the labyrinth seal on the coating are used to describe the quality of the rub-groove (edges and sides). Presence of cracking caused by thermal effects and increase in the coating hardness. Later, Whalen et al. [16] summarized all of the studies on the development of polymer coatings for centrifugal compressors and developed new
labyrinth seal design geometries, such as labyrinth seals that incorporate teeth on the stator. In addition, the companies Sulzer Innotec and Sulzer Metco worked closely to develop coatings that were specially adapted for labyrinth-abradable applications ([17]). More recently, Delebarre et al. ([18]) developed a new high speed test rig based on a milling machine that was dedicated to stimulating interactions between labyrinth seals and abradable coatings under similar turbo engine operating conditions. A contact assessment under different turbo engine operating conditions has been carried out between an Al-Si 6% coating and a nickel alloy (Alloy718) labyrinth seal.

In a more precise understanding of the wear mechanisms involved, Delebarre et al. ([19]) studied interactions as a function of the incursion depth parameter to obtain a first chronological contact evolution under severe operating tribological conditions. Using a suitable instrument, macrographic and micrographic rub-groove observations are used to describe the wear process using a preliminary third body approach. Two different varieties of particle production have been identified providing two different types of third body and two different material flows. Finally, the authors demonstrated that the evolution of the third body and its life cycle during contact have a major impact on the final rub-groove morphology. This approach is reflected in several studies concerning interactions encountered between compressor blade casings in the primary turbo engine air system ([20,21]). The mechanisms of incursion accommodation were investigated using dynamic data and a post mortem analysis of the rubbed coating and wear debris. The authors proposed a schematic description of the accommodation mechanisms ([21]).

The present paper proposes a complete tribological analysis of the labyrinth-abradable interaction based on the description of the contact life cycle interaction. The test rig presented in previous papers ([18,19]), is used to simulate in-service interactions with respect to the full scale, integrating dedicated high speed imaging of the interaction. Our efforts are focused on conducting a tribological analysis of a specific interaction condition (“the severe wear condition” ([19])) between an Al-Si 6% coating and a stainless steel labyrinth seal. This experiment is representative of the most substantiated contact condition that occurs in turbo engine life in terms of the materials used, relative rotor/stator speeds (labyrinth tip speed of 17 m s⁻¹) and kinematic interactions of the labyrinth seal (incursion speed \( V_{inc} = 9.41 \text{ m s}^{-1} \)). The high speed imaging of this specific condition and results of a previous study ([19]) are used to define an accurate interaction life cycle based on a third body approach and on the definition of a tribological circuit. The labyrinth-abradable interaction life cycle will be used as a basis to discuss the behaviour of a coating subjected to a labyrinth tip speed increase to reach a conclusion regarding the coating behaviour.

2. Labyrinth-abradable interaction

2.1. Test rig

To simulate the interaction dynamics between labyrinth seals and abradable coatings, a dedicated test rig, discussed in detail in previous papers ([18,19]), was used in this study. The test rig configuration remains unchanged and allows the test rig to reproduce labyrinth seal interactions under operating conditions similar to those of a turbo engine. As shown in Fig. 1a, a 5-axis milling machine from Mikron and a special device fitted on the machine tool table are used to reproduce the working in-service kinematics of the labyrinth seal. A labyrinth seal sample, representative of an actual motorshaft section part, shrinks on the HSK-50 tool holder instead of the cutting tool. A simplified geometry was chosen for the labyrinth seal sample using a single tooth configuration with respect to full-scale turbo engine components. The labyrinth tip speed \( V_t \) is generated by spinning the labyrinth seal sample through a magnetic bearings spindle ([22]). A tube sample, representative of a turbo engine housing, is coated in the inner periphery with an abradable material. Once the labyrinth seal sample is precisely positioned inside the housing support (Fig. 1b), the CNC capabilities of the 5-axis milling machine (machining program executed by the CNC) are used to make labyrinth-abradable contacts under realistic and controlled operating conditions. The contact is generated by a translation of the housing support and is defined by an incursion speed \( V_{inc} \) and a penetration depth \( D_p \) in the coating, generating a particular interaction area that is induced by the radial incursion of a circular tooth (with a trapezoidal section) in a tube.

The first investigations of the labyrinth-abradable interactions were achieved using the in-situ instrumentation that was specially developed on the test rig ([18,19]). The labyrinth seal tooth tip penetration depth \( D_p \) in the coating and the interaction time \( t \) are estimated through a contact tracking sensor (voltage circuit generated by the opening and closing of the circuit between the labyrinth seal tooth and coating). A continuous acquisition of this

![Fig. 1](image-url)
sensor, at a sampling frequency of 15 kHz, also allows us to observe the effects of the labyrinth seal tooth tip geometrical defects during contact (rotor unbalance). Moreover, a built-in dynamometer has been developed to estimate the interaction contact forces. The control current signals of the magnetic bearings spindle are post-processed to estimate the normal $f_n$, the tangential $f_t$, and the axial $f_z$ components of the interaction forces (Fig. 2). The details of the special instrumentation were discussed and described in a previous study ([18]). However, these in-situ measurements are not sufficient and have to be complemented by the contribution of the high speed imaging of the interaction.

2.2. High speed imaging test rig configuration

A high-speed camera (PHOTRON Fastcam SA1, objective (X100)) with a capture capacity of 5000 frames-s$^{-1}$ was set up to investigate the dynamics of the wear mechanisms and labyrinth seal tooth motion during the interaction (Fig. 3a). However, because of the contact confinement, significant modifications were made to the test rig configuration, especially on the housing support design, to observe the complete interaction. The use of a half section of the housing support was selected to obtain a contact that had an open geometry, offering the possibility of partially observing the labyrinth-abradable interaction (Fig. 3b).

The observation area is focused on the Al-Si 6% coating section, which had previously been precisely cut at the maximum tooth penetration depth $D_p$ (Fig. 4). The labyrinth seal rotational direction is set to guide the particles ejected from the contact to the high speed camera lens. Although the contact confinement and its influence are not representative of real interactions, the rotational direction and contact configuration allow the observation of the wear mechanisms from the labyrinth tooth entry during contact to the maximum penetration depth $D_p$.

![Fig. 2. Typical signals of the interaction force components ($f_n$, $f_t$ and $f_z$).](image)

2.3. Operating conditions

2.3.1. General in-service interaction conditions

To study the tribological behaviour of the Al-Si 6% abradable coating, conventional parameters, such as the labyrinth tip speed $V_t$, the incursion speed $V_{inc}$ and the penetration depth $D_p$ (previously defined in papers) were used to simulate in-service labyrinth-abradable interactions ([18]). The penetration depth $D_p$ of the labyrinth tooth in the coating is kept constant, defining an imposed wear interaction, which is an important contact feature. The coupling of control parameters ($V_t$, $V_{inc}$ and $D_p$) and the various tested values (listed in Table 1) cover a range of various interaction conditions that are encountered during the functioning of the turbo engine. Among these conditions, a specific condition, identified as the most substantiated contact condition for the labyrinth-abradable system, was chosen for detailed analysis. The coupling of a high incursion speed ($V_{inc}$ = 9.41 mm·s$^{-1}$) and a low labyrinth tip speed ($V_t$ = 17 m·s$^{-1}$) defines this specific condition and is the result of a transient dynamic of the turbo engine shaft (during the start-up and shutdown phases), which is caused by the resonance frequency of a vibration mode. Based on the results of this specific condition, an increase of the labyrinth tip speed $V_t$ was investigated to cover the range of in-service interaction conditions. In this way, the test matrix was conditioned by a single incursion speed $V_{inc}$ generating a specific interaction kinematic that required precise characterization (cf Section 2.3.2).

2.3.2. Interaction kinematics of the specific condition

Despite the precise machining of the labyrinth seal specimen, the kinematics of the labyrinth seal tooth tip (main contact surface with the coating) are disturbed by the geometric defects of the rotating labyrinth seal specimen. The high speed imaging of the
labyrinth seal in rotation highlighted an axial and radial runout (respectively 20 µm and 36 µm) of the tooth tip, which has significant importance for the contact kinematics. Fig. 5 presents the real interaction kinematic (of the labyrinth seal tooth tip) super-imposed on the average kinematic (translation of the labyrinth seal specimen) for the specific condition. The real kinematic is affected by a sine wave (function of the labyrinth tip speed and an amplitude equal to the value of the radial runout). The resulting sinusoidal profile (function of the labyrinth tip speed value) added to a translation displacement at a high incursion speed ($V_{inc} = 9.41$ mm s$^{-1}$) generates a specific set of contact conditions that are marked by tooth returns in the direction opposite to the incursion. The contact condition is described as permanent for the specific condition ($V_{inc} = 9.41$ mm s$^{-1}$, $V_t = 17$ m s$^{-1}$ and $D_p = 250$ µm) because the effect of the radial runout is compensated by a high incursion speed, $V_{inc}$. Moreover, the axial runout generates a slide turning of the abradable coating during the incursion, which is considered for the result of the study. A tribological study considering these observations is described in the following section.

### 3. Tribological analysis of the labyrinth-abradable dynamics

A tribological approach based on the concepts of the third body ([23]), tribological triplet ([24,25]) and tribological circuit ([26]) is used to study the specific interaction to precisely define the life of the contact. The concept of the third body, considering an intermediate element between two materials in contact, was introduced in ([23]) and adds an important parameter to the study of friction and wear mechanisms ([27]). A tribological system is then composed of a three-level subsystem: the tribological triplet.

#### 3.1. Tribological triplet

The tribological triplet applied to the labyrinth-abradable interaction is defined in this study by a test device (the test rig) consisting of the milling machine and, more particularly, of the magnetic bearings spindle and machine tool table (Fig. 6). The test device requires knowledge of the operating conditions (interaction kinematic, incursion speed $V_{inc}$, penetration depth $D_p$, runout etc.) and transmits the load and type of stress. The first bodies (contact elements) are defined as the labyrinth seal tooth and abradable coating, Al-Si 6%. These two bodies undergo the device conditions that are generated by responding to volumetric or superficial transformations. Finally, a third body is defined as a dynamic element located at the interface between the two first bodies. The third body transmits the load from one solid to another and between contact elements and flows that accommodate most of the speed difference between the two solids.

According to the post mortem observations of the rubbed coating and analysis of the interaction signals, performed in a previous study ([19]), two types of third body were identified:

- The first type of third body represents the pulverulent fine powder particles ejected from the contact by the majority abrasion mechanism of Al-Si-6% ([19]).
- The second type of third body consists of an adhering layer at the interface between the tooth and coating in the smooth and cohesive rub-groove bottom, which is formed by abrasion particles of Al-Si 6% trapped (confinement) in contact ([19]).

A schematic description of the interactions, along with some images extracted from the recorded videos, is proposed in the following section to define the formation of the two types of third body and their evolution during the interaction.

#### 3.2. High speed imaging under specific conditions

This section presents the results of high speed imaging under the specific conditions ($V_{inc} = 9.41$ mm s$^{-1}$, $V_t = 17$ m s$^{-1}$ and $D_p = 250$ µm) that were used to focus on the Al-Si 6% wear mechanism dynamics. An extracted image from the video is presented in Fig. 7a and shows the side view of the contact between the labyrinth seal and coating. The analysis of the resulting video allowed the precise identification of:

- the actual incursion depth $D_p$ of the labyrinth seal tooth into the coating during the interaction by measuring the position of the tooth tip surface compared to the abradable coating surface (Fig. 7a),
- the continuous ejection of a large amount of fine particles ($\approx 10$ µm) in the form of a small amount of cohesive powder that was mainly formed by an abrasion mechanism of Al-Si 6% in the direction of the labyrinth seal rotation (Fig. 7b),
- the initial Al-Si 6% deformation mechanism around the tooth at...
the beginning of the interaction, creating a material accumulation on either side of the rub-groove (Fig. 8). This initial deformation illustrates the high Al-Si 6% ductility, which is enhanced by the pressure from the labyrinth seal tooth on the coating.

- The formation and evolution of the adhering layer at the interface between the tooth and Al-Si 6% coating. This layer is initially formed by a mechanism showing a high level of confinement of abrasion particles induced by the labyrinth seal tooth tip surface (Fig. 8).

- Different material flows of the adhering layer in two directions during the labyrinth seal tooth incursion (Fig. 9): a longitudinal flow characterized by a material ejection in the direction of the labyrinth seal rotation (toward the lens of the camera) and a transverse flow along the inclined flange of the tooth. The transverse flow is generated by the expulsion of the adhering layer using a free space generated by the axial runout of the labyrinth seal tooth.

- The influence of axial runout compressing the adhering layer and creating a material expulsion (Fig. 9).

Fig. 8 describes the three main steps of adhering layer formation at the interface between the labyrinth seal tooth and Al-Si 6% coating occurring at the beginning of the interaction. These steps are illustrated using images from recorded videos during the specific test condition.

Once the adhering layer was created under the tooth, according to the combined action of the abrasive particles trapped by the tooth and the high pressure (confinement) exerted by the high incursion speed \( V_{\text{inc}} \) in the coating, major changes of the adhering layer were observed during a full rotation of the tooth and are illustrated in Fig. 9. Moreover, a recycling phenomenon of abrasion particles was identified by performing an additional test that has the particularity of reversing the direction of rotation of the labyrinth seal. This test configuration allowed us to study either the output or contact entry of the interaction and to observe Al-Si 6% adhesive transfer on the labyrinth seal tooth. Fig. 10 shows the ejection of Al-Si 6% fragments (in the direction of the lens) that were initially transferred to the tooth and stopped by the sharp edge offered by the coating section. These fragments demonstrate the adhesive behaviour of Al-Si-6% during the interaction, leading to a recycling phenomenon during contact.

### 3.3. Tribological circuit

The presence of a third body in the contact caused by the establishment of a velocity gradient produced an accommodation phenomenon between the two first bodies. Berthier et al. ([26]) modelled the life of debris in the contact using a tribological system combining different material flows that were associated with third body circulation. Previous observations allowed the labyrinth-abradable tribological circuit to be defined according to
two different contact perspectives. A cross sectional view of the interaction (Fig. 11a) and a longitudinal section (Fig. 11b) are used to fully describe the third body circulation. The three main material flows that regulate the interaction are illustrated in detailed diagrams.

- Source flows \(Q_s\) are defined as particles that are generated from Al-Si 6% wear \(Q_s^{\text{coat}}\) and/or from the tooth \(Q_s^{\text{tooth}}\) and quantify the material input contribution toward the creation of the third body. In the case of the specific conditions studied here, the tooth wear \(Q_s^{\text{tooth}}\) is insignificant. Therefore, the source flow \(Q_s\) is equal to \(Q_s^{\text{coat}}\). The source flow \(Q_s^{\text{coat}}\) supplies the contact by particles from the abrasion mechanism of the Al-Si 6% coating.
- An internal flow \(Q_i\) quantifies the third body circulation. At the interface between the labyrinth seal and tooth, the third body circulation is primarily composed of Al-Si 6% particles (adhering layer). Two different types of internal flow are highlighted using

Fig. 9. Evolution of the adhering layer on the rub-groove bottom during a full labyrinth seal tooth rotation. (The thickness of the coatings shown in the images is 1 mm).

Fig. 10. Al-Si 6% adhesive transfer on the labyrinth seal tooth, demonstrating a recycling phenomenon during the interaction (The width of the tip incursion marks in Fig. 9 and 10 is 350 μm).

Fig. 11. Schematic descriptions of the tribological circuit of the labyrinth-abradable interaction: a) in cross section and b) in longitudinal section.
high speed imaging of the interaction: a longitudinal flow \( Q_{L} \) characterizing the adhering layer ejection in the direction of rotation of the tooth and a transverse flow \( Q_{T} \) illustrating the expulsion of the adhering layer along the inclined edges of the tooth.

- An external flow \( Q_{e} \) is representative of the debris ejection of Al-Si 6% powder, largely stemming from the third body abrasion mechanism caused by tooth rotation. A portion of the particles from the external flow \( Q_{e} \) feeds into recycling flow \( Q_{r} \), characterized by a third body transfer of the tooth (Al-Si 6% transfer) and by powdered particles that are trapped due to a high confinement. Finally, the wear flow \( Q_{w} \) includes all of the Al-Si 6% particles from the external flow \( Q_{e} \) to be ejected from the contact.

The identification of these different flows, which are in agreement with the tribological circuit, enables us to establish a mass balance of the specific interaction (Eq. (1)). As described above, each type of flow could be divided into two components (Eqs. (2), (3) and (4)): 

\[
Q_{s}(t) = Q_{st}(t) + Q_{st}(t)
\]

\[
Q_{s} = Q_{st} + Q_{st}
\]

\[
Q_{t} = Q_{tL}(\text{longitudinal}) + Q_{tT}(\text{transversal})
\]

\[
Q_{x} = Q_{r} + Q_{u}
\]

Knowing the interaction time \( t \), a quantitative estimation of the different flows (\( \text{m}^3\text{s}^{-1} \)) could be proposed by calculating the material volumes associated with the various defined flows. In spite of difficulties and the feasibility of quantifying certain material volumes during the interaction, only a flow proportion estimate (\% ) is possible using images from high speed imaging, from a sectional view, of the rub-groove at the end of the interaction (Fig. 9). In this way, a first estimate of different flow proportions is proposed, particularly between the internal flow \( Q_{i} \) (volume of material flowing, Eq. (6)) and the external flow \( Q_{e} \) (removed material volume, Eq. (7)), defining the source flow \( Q_{s} \) (Eq. (5)). Only the estimate of the recycling flow proportions is arbitrarily fixed (not visible on images) to integrate its influence into the equation (Eq. (7)). A first estimation of the mass balance of the specific condition is proposed with an accuracy of \( \pm 10 \) (%).

\[
Q_{s}(t) = 0.3 Q_{st}(t) + 0.7 Q_{st}(t)
\]

\[
Q_{i} = 0.5 Q_{iL} + 0.5 Q_{iT}
\]

\[
Q_{t} = 0.9 Q_{u} + 0.1 Q_{r}
\]

\[
Q_{x} = 0.15 Q_{iL} + 0.15 Q_{iT} + 0.63 Q_{u} + 0.07 Q_{r}
\]

3.4. Contact life cycle

The tribological approach of the labyrinth-abradable interaction is used to methodically describe the wear mechanism dynamics that are involved in the contact and the corresponding tribological circuit. The diagram shown in Fig. 12 summarizes the labyrinth-abradable life cycle applied to a specific test condition. This organizational chart integrates a quantitative estimate of the strong (solid arrows) or low (dashed arrows) presence of the highlighted phenomena.

Fig. 12. Organizational chart of the labyrinth-abradable interaction life cycle applied to a specific test condition (\( V_{inc} = 9.41 \text{ mm s}^{-1} \), \( V_{i} = 17 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) and \( D_{p} = 250 \mu \text{m} \)).

According to our results, a gradual increase in the labyrinth tip speed \( V_{i} \) is investigated in the following section to study its influence on the contact life cycle.

4. Additional tests at a higher labyrinth tip speed

This section primarily concerns the influence of the labyrinth seal tip speed \( V_{i} \) on the Al-Si 6% coating behaviour in terms of the interaction of forces that are generated by contact and of contact life cycle evolution using high speed imaging of the interaction. Two additional tests have been performed with two faster labyrinth tip speeds \( V_{i} (V_{i} = 43, 130 \text{ m s}^{-1}) \) (cf. Section 2.3.1), with an identical incursion depth \( D_{p} = 250 \mu \text{m} \) and incursion speed \( V_{inc} = 9.41 \text{ mm s}^{-1} \). The results of the interaction are compared to the specific test condition previously studied (\( V_{inc} = 9.41 \text{ mm s}^{-1} \), \( V_{i} = 17 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) and \( D_{p} = 250 \mu \text{m} \)). Fig. 13 shows the interaction force profiles (normal \( f_{n} \), tangential \( f_{t} \) and axial \( f_{a} \) components) and the labyrinth seal tooth incursion depth \( D_{p} \) recorded during the interaction. The force signal profiles are similar, leading to a comparison of the maximum interaction forces that are reached for each component during the interaction. An increase in the labyrinth tip speed leads to a significant reduction of forces generated during the interaction, inducing changes in the Al-Si 6% behaviour, which may be produced by the decrease in the adhesive behaviour of Al-Si 6% (the smaller adhering layer proportion) or the increase of the abrasion wear mechanism (higher particle ejection).

Observations from the high speed imaging of the overall interactions were correlated with the interaction forces to identify the phenomenon that caused the decrease in contact forces. Images from the recorded videos confirmed that the ejection of Al-Si 6% pulverulent particles from the contact is more important at a maximum speed of \( V_{i} = 130 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) (Fig. 14a and b). The brightness and contrast of the images are deliberately increased to regularly discern the ejection of particle. Post mortem images (Fig. 15) from the recorded videos of the three test conditions that simulated a labyrinth tip speed test increase from \( V_{i} = 17 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) (Fig. 15a), \( V_{i} = 43 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) (Fig. 15b) to \( V_{i} = 130 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) (Fig. 15c) show the evolution of different material flows and their associated proportions. The abradable adhering layer thickness at the interface between the tooth and abradable coating decreases when the labyrinth tip speed \( V_{i} \) increases. At \( V_{i} = 43 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), the amount of material ejected toward the lens of the camera reveals a decrease in the proportion of longitudinal flow compared to \( V_{i} = 17 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) (Fig. 15b). This observation is identical to that of the transverse flow generated by the expulsion of the adhering layer on both sides of the rub-
Fig. 13. Components of the interaction forces \(f_n\) normal, \(f_t\) tangential, \(f_z\) axial) and associated penetration depth \(D_p\) profiles: a) \(V_t = 17\, \text{m s}^{-1}\), b) \(V_t = 43\, \text{m s}^{-1}\), c) \(V_t = 130\, \text{m s}^{-1}\).

Fig. 14. Images of the influence of the labyrinth tip speed \(V_t\) on the ejection of pulverulent particles of Al-Si-6%: a) \(V_t = 17\, \text{m s}^{-1}\), b) \(V_t = 130\, \text{m s}^{-1}\). (The thickness of the coatings shown in the images is 1 mm).

Fig. 15. Images of the influence of the labyrinth tip speed \(V_t\) on the material flows: a) \(V_t = 17\, \text{m s}^{-1}\), b) \(V_t = 43\, \text{m s}^{-1}\), c) \(V_t = 130\, \text{m s}^{-1}\). (The thickness of the coatings shown in the images is 1 mm).
groove. In the case of the test performed at \( V_t = 130 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), the proportions of internal flow are significantly reduced and the rub-groove morphology is more “clear cut” (Fig. 15c). The increase of the abrasion performance of the labyrinth seal tooth (by increasing the labyrinth tip speed \( V_t \)) allows the generation of a large amount of ejected particles from the contact (pulverulent particles) and thereby reduces the formation of the adhering layer. The longitudinal and transverse flows are substantially reduced.

The organizational chart shown in Fig. 16 summarizes the impact of the labyrinth tip speed \( V_t \) increase on the labyrinth-abradable contact life cycle. An increase of the tooth speed highlights the preponderance of the third body expulsion circuit compared to the formation of an adhering layer at the tooth/coating interface. The longitudinal and transverse flows are substantially reduced.

According to our results, the labyrinth-abradable interaction life cycle has been used as a basis to discuss the behaviour of a coating subjected to a labyrinth tip speed increase:

- two types of third body formation and their evolution during the interaction have been highlighted,
- six different material flows (two source flows associated with each contacting material; two internal flows divided into longitudinal and transversal flows; and two external flows (corresponding to minor recycling flows and a major wear flow)) have been identified,
- a general tribological circuit and the contact life cycle of the specific interaction have been proposed to generate a first assessment of the mass balance of the interaction based on a flow proportion estimate.

5. Conclusions

To enhance turbo-engine efficiency by reducing the mechanical clearance between rotary parts, a precise understanding of the dynamics of the wear mechanisms, encountered during labyrinth seals and abradable coatings interactions, are necessary. This requirement was studied by simulating an interaction between a labyrinth seal and an abradable coating in turbo-engine with respect to full scale components and using representative in-service test conditions. A specific test condition was analysed in detail to identify the dynamics of the wear mechanisms using high speed imaging of the interaction. The dynamics of the wear mechanisms of the abradable Al-Si 6% coating were investigated by means of a tribological analysis based on a third body approach and on the accommodation flows. A schematic description of the interaction in addition to images extracted from recorded videos are proposed describing the most important new findings of this work:

- the increase of the labyrinth tip speed \( V_t \) amplified the abrasive mechanism of Al-Si 6%, leading to a large amount of fine particles of Al-Si 6% being ejected from the contact,

\[ Q_s = Q^{\text{rev}}_s = \nabla Q_{11} + \nabla Q_{12} + \nabla Q_{4} + \nabla Q_r \]

\[ Q_s = Q^{\text{rev}}_s = Q_{4} \]
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Fig. 16. Organization chart of the labyrinth-abradable interaction life cycle applied to the labyrinth seal tip \( V_t \) increase (\( V_{\text{inc}} = 9.41 \text{ mm s}^{-1} \) and \( D_p = 250 \mu\text{m} \)).
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